• Accounts,  - Reference to index of housekeeping accounts kept by a Hobart housewife with a husband and four daughters, 1939 - 1974.
• Agnew, James W and Crowther, William L  - Reference to the index of miscellaneous papers concerning Governor's memoranda (1886) and miscellaneous photographs.
• Alcorso, Claudio  - Reference to the index of Silk and Textile Printers Pty. Ltd., Derwent Park.
• Allison, Margaret Elizabeth  - Reference to index of correspondence of Margaret (Gunn) Allison and son Frank.
• Amos Family,  - Reference to index of the Amos family papers of Great Swan Port, Tasmania from 1774.
• Anderson, Stewart James  - Reference to index of the farm diaries of Stewart James Anderson of Black River, near Stanley, 1889, 1918 -1926.
• Anstell, Frederick K  - Reference to index of letter from F. K. Astell to Uncle 4 Feb, 1897.
• Archer, Alfred  - Reference to index of the correspondence of Alfred Archer received 1854-1880.
• Archer, Gillies & Co,  - Reference to index of correspondence and accounts of Archer, Gillies & Co Bank Launceston 1840-1844.
• Archer, William  - Reference to index of William Archer Journals 1847-1874.
• Asten, Wilfred and Unwin, Earnest Ewart Reference to index of Wilfred Asten speeches and Earnest Ewart Unwin educational enquiries.
- Australian Cambridge Graduates - Reference to index of Australian Cambridge Graduates 1811 -1948.
- Backhouse, James and Walker, George Washington - Reference to the index of the records of the Hobart Regional Meeting of the Society of Friends (Quakers), from 1833.
- Baguley, W - Reference to index of letters from W. Baguley, Smithton - August 12th 1914 & Irishtown - May 20th 1915.
- Baker, Alice Daisy - Reference to index of papers of Alice Daisy Baker (1888-1952), Tasmanian poet and writer.
- Bent, Francis and Philips, Richard and Stockton, Elitzur and Flude, Joseph and Smith, Nicholas and Bishop, William - Reference to the index of Title Deed (1681).
- Bilton, . and Sloper, S Reference to the index of a Phrenologist's reading, 1869.
- Birchall's bookshop, Launceton, - Reference to index of goods received on sale accounts 1893 -1955.
- Bird, Bolton Stafford - Reference to index of Bolton Stafford Bird papers (1840-1924).
- Blackburn, Harvey Stanley Hyde Reference to index of Trooper Blackburn's Diary 1901-1902.
- Board of Trade, London - Reference to the index of Notices to mariners from the Board of Trade, London, 1881-1886.

- Boyes, George Thomas William Blarney - Reference to index of letters from G.T.W. Boyes to his wife, Mary, written from Sydney, 1824.

- Braddon, Edward Nicholas Coventry - Reference to index of "A home in the colonies".

- Bridges, Roy and Bridges, Hilda - Reference to index of papers of Roy Bridges (1885-1952), Tasmanian writer and newspaper reporter and his sister Hilda Bridges correspondence, papers and manuscripts.

- Broughton, William Grant - Reference to index of Broughton Papers 1839 - 1852.

- Broughton Family - Reference to index of Broughton archives.


- Butler, Charles and Butler, Gamaliel - Reference to index of papers of Charles Butler, son of Gamaliel Butler, and his family.

- Canaway, Mary Friend Whitney - Reference to index of Diploma of degree of Associate of Arts, awarded to Mary Friend Whitney Canaway of Hobart, by Tasmanian Council of Education, Oct. 17 1878.


- Cartland, George B and Carington-Smith, Ruth - Reference to index of Sir George B Cartland, 1912-2008, letters and obitaries.
• Chapman, Thomas - *Reference to index of claims to wife's annuity 1852 - 1855: Miscellaneous papers.*

• Cheyne, Alexander - *Reference to index of diaries, memoranda booklets and miscellaneous family papers of Alexander Cheyne.*

• Clark, Andrew Inglis (1907) *Reference to the index of Andrew Inglis Clark.*

• Cockburn, John - *Reference to index of miscellaneous legal documents 1772 - 1773: Relating to property in Berwick on Tweed, U.K.*

• Convict Ship, Waterloo - *Reference to index of a collection of papers relating to the convict ship "Waterloo".*

• Cosgrove, Robert - *Reference to index of Sir Robert Cosgrove: Personal papers 1898 -1969, official appointments and press cuttings.*

• Coverdale, John - *Reference to index of obituary of Dr. John Coverdale (1814-1896).*

• Cradle Mountain Reserve Board - *Reference to index of copies of correspondence and minutes 1930 -1947.*

• Crisp, Frederick H *Reference to index of the sales ledgers of Crisp and Gunn Timber Merchants.*

• Crosby, William *Reference to the index of the cash books and stock books of William Crosby and Company, Collins Street Hobart 1886 - 1950.*

• Cruickshank Brothers, - *Reference to index of copies of letters of the Cruickshank Brothers, apple growers, Glenorchy.*

• Dallas, KM - *Reference to index of photographs, typescript manuscript and printed pamphlets of K M Dallas.*

• Darling, Stanley and Raxworthy, Richard - *Reference to index of Captain Stanley Darling interview by Richard Raxworthy, 21 September 1994.*
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- Davie, Donald  - Reference to index of papers, mainly relating to his study of James Erskine Calder and personal correspondence.
- de Jersey, Barrie  - Reference to index of autograph book of Barrie de Jersey, pianist, composer, teacher, skilled painter and potter.
- Dean, William  - Reference to index of Dean letters 1850-1852.
- Dobson, Louis Lempriere  - Reference to index of L.L. Dobson : Duff on jurisprudence.
- Doctor, Robert  - Reference to index of account books of Robert Doctor, 1827 - 1851.
- Downie, Andrew  - Reference to index of personal papers and correspondence of Andrew Downie, Thornhill.
- Downie, William  - Reference to index of medical diploma and papers of William Downie.
- Drysdale, Arthur James  - Reference to index of photographs, obituary and interview with the daughter of Arthur James Drysdale 1887 - 1971.
- Du Fresne, Nicholas Marion  - Reference to index of records of extracts of the officers' logs of the French naval vessel Mascarin's voyage of exploration led by Captain Nicholas Marion Du Fresne - Tasmanian part of voyage, March 1772.
- Earle, John  - Reference to index of letters, speeches and press cuttings of John Earle, politician and trades union organizer.
- Earle, Susannah Jane and Walker, Myrtle and Blackmore, Thomas and Earle, John  - Reference to the index of 2 scrapbooks compiled by sisters Susannah Jane Earle and Myrtle Walker. Their father was Thomas Blackmore (1848-1929 or 30), farmer of Nugent, and their mother was Louisa Maria, daughter of B Reardon of Forcett.
- Economic Society of Australia and New Zealand, - Reference to index of records of the Tasmanian Branch, minutes, annual reports, correspondence and membership lists 1948 - 1975.

- Edward Chancellor Pty. Ltd., - Reference to index of Edward Chancellor Pty Ltd, wine and spirit merchants, established 1873 - day books, cash books and debtor's ledgers.

- Electrolytic-zinc Company, Tasmania - Reference to index of records of the Electrolytic-zinc Company Union rules.

- Elliott, David M and Le Tall, Benjamin Bower - Reference to index of records of the Memories of Edmund Alfred Elliott(1884-1968) and to the notebooks of Benjamin Bower Le Tall.

- Ellis, Daniel - Reference to index of records of the convict record of Daniel Ellis 1829 -1846.

- Elliston, William Gore and Macdougall, John Campbell and MacMillan, Donald and Davies, Charles Ellis - Reference to the index of some late nineteenth/early twentieth century newspapers.


- Ford, HJ - Reference to index of Huon Channel and Peninsular Steamship Co., in particular the barque 'Helen', accounts, cashbooks and passenger tickets, 1901 - 1913.
- Fuller, William Edwin  - *Reference to index of records of the correspondence and financial, personal and business records and photographs of William Edwin Fuller of Fuller Bookshop, Hobart 1885-1960.*


- Gairdner, Charles Sir *Reference to the index of 1st Battalion the Royal Tasmania Regiment presentation of Queen's and Regimental Colours, 1968.*

- Garrett, Henry Lewis  - *Reference to index of records of the Diploma of degree of Associate of Arts awarded to Henry Lewis Garrett of Hobart Town, 22 September 1863.*

- Gatenby, Andrew  - *Reference to index of records of Militia substitute certificate Dec. 1814.*

- Gatenby, George (Andrew)  - *Reference to index of records of letters of (Andrew) George Gatenby.*

- Girls Industrial School, Hobart,  - *Reference to index of records of the Girls Industrial School, Hobart 1862-1945- record of Committee and minutes of the monthly committee meetings dealing with bills, expenses, staff matters and the welfare of the children.*

- Grant, James and Grant, John  - *Reference to index of records of the correspondence of James and John Grant.*

• Guido Ebroicensis,  *Reference to the index of Guido Ebroicensis, op Sermones de Tempore, 13th-14th century, fragment of vellum manuscript in Latin.*

• Gunn, DV  *Reference to the index of reports of the Launceston City Council for 1973-74.*

• Gunn, Ronald Campbell and Hellyer, Henry and Lyne, John and Mawle, William and Oakden, Philip and Parramore, William  *Reference to the index of miscellaneous items including letters, genealogy notes and copies of land grants of some prominent Tasmanian pioneers.*

• Gunn, William  *Reference to index of records of correspondence, miscellaneous papers and accounts of William Gunn.*

• Gurney, Alexander George  *Reference to index of records of cartoon of Alexander George Gurney (1902-1955).*

• Hadden, John William  *Reference to index of records of the Medical Qualification Diploma's of John William Hadden M.D.*

• Hamilton, Robert George Crookshank  *Reference to index of record of fish caught at Great Lake, Tasmania by Sir Robert George Crookshank Hamilton 1890-1891.*

• Harrap, Alfred and Harrap, George Edward  *Reference to index of miscellaneous records of Alfred Harrap & Son of Launceston, merchants, woolbrokers, shipping agents and Tamar River Boats.*

• Harrisson, AJW  *Reference to the index of the proposed resort development: Mount Rufus-Lake St. Clair 1974.*

• Harrisson, Peter  *Reference to index of record of Peter Harrisson's diary: Memorandum of a voyage to Van Diemen's Land 1822.*
• Hayns, Lawrence John - Reference to index of records of letters, papers and
photographs of Lawrence John Hayns.

• Hellyer, Henry - Reference to index of records of the diary, July-August 1827, of
Henry Hellyer (1790 -1832), a surveyor for the Van Diemen's land Company.

• Henty, William - Reference to index of records of the diary and correspondence of
William Henty.

• Hobart Chamber of Commerce, - Reference to index of minutes, annual reports and

• Hodgkin, Thomas and Hodgkin, Violet Reference to index of Thomas Hodgkin - Visit
to Australia 1909: account of the visit and photograph album.

• Holyman, William Reference to index of William Holyman & Sons Shipowners, aerial
services and insurance agents.

• Hull, Hugh Synnot and Hull, Hugh Munro and Hull, George - Reference to index of
Hull Papers 1877-1895.

• Hymn Collection, - Reference to index of religious hymns, 1835 - 1857.

• Innes, Frederick Maitland - Reference to the index of the correspondence, news
cuttings and Gazette notices and Parliamentary Papers relating to the Launceston &
Western Railway.

• Jeffrey, Eric - Reference to index of articles, poems, lectures and vocabularies of
Eric Jeffrey (1890-1934).

• Johnston, Robert Mackenzie - Reference to the index of the notes, sketches and press
cuttings of Robert Mackenzie Johnston.

• Johnstone, William and Wilmot, Stuart Eardley - Reference to the index of the diary
and reminiscences of William Johnstone and Stuart Eardley Wilmot.
• Jones, Oscar and Williams, AL and Page, Charles and Murdoch, George - Reference to the index of Oscar Jones, Solicitor of Murdoch and Jones, Queenstown branch, 1896-1902.

• Judd, Thomas and Brownell, Thomas Coke and Propsting, Henry and Barnett, William - Reference to index of Judd & Brownell families miscellaneous items collected by Nancie Hewitt (nee Brownell).

• King John, - Reference to the index of Magna Carta 1215.

• Knopwood, Robert - Reference to index of sermons.

• Lane, Benjamin - Reference to index of papers of Captain Benjamin Lane of Great Yarmouth, U.K.

• Latham Papers, - Reference to index of newspaper cuttings relating to Hobart, chiefly 1972 -1976.

• Laughton, James - Reference to index of Book 3. Poetry, 1891, Translation from Horace to Chloris: Ode XV - 'Thou of poor Ibycus the wife'.

• Le Rossignol, Edward L - Reference to index of mining shares 1881 -1891: Scrip certificates of shares issued to Edward le Rossignol of New Town in Tasmanian mines.

• Leake, John and Leake (Bell), Elizabeth and Leake, Charles and Leake, Robert and Leake, Sarah Elizabeth and Leake (Bell), Clara and Leake, Edward - Reference to index of papers of John Leake (1780-1865) of Rosedale, near Campbell Town Pt. 2.

• Leake, John and Leake (Bell), Elizabeth and Leake, Charles Henry and Leake, Robert Rowland and Leake, Sarah Elizabeth and Leake (Bell), Clara and Leake, Edward - Reference to index of papers of John Leake (1780-1865) of Rosedale, near Campbell Town.
• Lewis, Arndell Neil and Lewis, Hubert C and Lewis, Elliott - Reference to index of the research notes of Arndell Neil Lewis, 1937.

• Lillie, John and Chapman, TD and Walker, George Washington and Officer, R - Reference to index of the High School of Hobart town.

• Lillie, John and Hopkins, Henry and Walker, George Washington - Reference to index of ledger of the High School of Hobart Town 1850 - 1851.

• Lloyd, H Grant - Reference to index of the painting Hobart Town from the New Wharf.


• Lovell Family, - Reference to index of Lovell Family Papers.

• Mackie, Frederick William - Reference to index of Frederick Mackie's journal 1852 - 1855.

• Maconochie, Alexander and Walker, George Washington and Backhouse, James and Bragg, Margaret - Reference to the index of the Report on Convict Discipline by A Maconochie, 1837.

• Marshall, George and Terry, Ralph and Marshall, David - Reference to the index of the Marshall and Terry Family Papers.

• Mather, Joseph Benson and Mather(Cotton), (Anna) Maria and Cotton, Francis and Cotton, Anna Maria and Story, George Fordyce - Reference to the index of the correspondence of Joseph Benson Mather (1814-1890), the bulk of the correspondence consisting of Francis Cotton's letters to J. B 'Mather, and some other correspondence from members of the Society of Friends (Quakers), family and a few business correspondents and a few letters addressed to J.B. Mather's children.
Mather, Robert and Mather (Benson), Ann and Dixon, James and Mather, Robert
Andrew and Mather, Joseph Benson and Mather (Cotton), Anna Maria  - Reference to the index of papers of Robert Mather (1782-1855) and the Mather Family.

Mather, Robert and Mather, Ann and Benson, Samuel and Mather, Sarah Benson and Walker, George Washington  - Reference to the index of papers of Robert and Ann Mather (Benson), 1821 -1835.

Mather, Robert and Mather, Joseph Benson and Robey, Charles Henry and Mather, RA  - Reference to the index of the miscellaneous papers relating mainly to the family of Joseph Benson Mather, deposited by his grand-daughter Miss Robey.

Mawson, Douglas Reference to the index of facsimile copy of Sir Douglas Mawson's proclamation of British sovereign rights over the territory of King George II Land and Oates Land between latitude 66 degrees south and the South Pole, 5 January 1931.

May, Phil Reference to the index of cartoons by Phil. May(reprints).


Mercer, James  - Reference to the index of various farm accounts of James Mercer from 1861 - 1876.

Meredith, George  - Reference to the index of Meredith Family of Tasmania.

Meredith, George and Meredith, Louisa Ann (1820) Reference to index of the Meredith Family in Tasmania 1820 - 1908.

Meston, Archibald Lawrence  - Reference to the index of papers relating to the historical research of Archibald Lawrence Meston (1890-1951), including notes.
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drafts and copies of articles for publication, transcripts or photocopies of documents, newspaper cuttings.

- Meston, Archibald Lawrence and Jorgensen, Jorgen *Reference to the index of A L Meston. Research notes and drafts of historical studies of the Van Diemen's Land Company, Jorgen Jorgensen, etc. by Archibald Lawrence Meston (1890-1951).*

- Midwood, Thomas Claude Wade *Reference to the index of cartoons of Thomas Claude Wade Midwood.*

- Miller, Edmund Morris - *Reference to the index of the correspondence, personal records and miscellaneous lectures and talks of Edmund Morris Miller (1881-1964).*

- Moore-Robinson, J *Reference to the index of J Moore-Robinson newspaper cuttings.*

- Morris, William Knibb and Morris, James and Morris, Thomas and Mather, Joseph Benson - *Reference to the index of William Knibb Morris (1833 - 1912).*

- Naylor, Thomas and Duffey, Bridget - *Reference to the index of the miscellaneous pamphlets of St. Mark's Church of England, Pontville.*

- Oakden, Philip and Beveridge, Adam and Manifold, John and Manifold, William and Legge, Robert W - *Reference to the index of the miscellaneous Launceston land deeds (1823-1854, of Shields, Heritage, Stackhouse & Martin, solicitors of Launceston.*

- Oats, William N - *Reference to the index of various essays on education and Quakers by William N Oats.*

- Ogilvie, AG and Morris, John - *Reference to the index of Ogilvie, McKenna & Morris, solicitors.*

- Ogilvie, Dorothy Mabel and Ogilvie, AG *Reference to the index of Dorothy Mabel Ogilvie (nee Hines) wife of A.G. Ogilvie.*
O'May, Harry - Reference to the index of Harry O'May's scrapbook of the 1930's.

O'Neil, JH - Reference to the index of J H O'Neil (1888-1971), trade unionist.

Parker, George Musgrave - Reference to the index of the correspondence, research notes and newspaper cuttings of George Musgrave Parker.

Paterson, J - Reference to the index of J. Paterson & Sons, blacksmiths, engineers, boilermakers and machinists of Orient Iron Works, Collins Street, Hobart, Hobart.

Patterson, James Harold - Reference to the index of J H Patterson, Surgeon, South African War.


Peel, Robert and Walker, John and Cash, Martin - Reference to the index of miscellaneous items deposited with the University of Tasmania by various depositors at various times.

Perkins, William W - Reference to the index of Degree and school prizes awarded to William W Perkins.

Piesse, AC and Murrell, John and Evans, JW - Reference to the index of the correspondence, letterbooks and accounts of Huddart, Parker & Co Pty Ltd., coastal shipping line.


Pink, Olive - Reference to the index of Olive Pink botanical drawings.

Pinkard, Ernest Douglas - Reference to the index of political press cuttings of E D Pinkard.
• Postal Telecommunications Technician's Association, - Reference to the index of the records of the Postal Telecommunications Technician's Association - Tasmanian Branch.

• Propsting, Hannah and Walker, J Ridley - Reference to the index of Quaker Papers. Miscellaneous papers found with Quaker books purchased from the Rowntree family.

• Propsting, Henry - Reference to index of Hobart Town Council, Lighting Committee. Miscellaneous papers, probably of Henry Propsting chairman of the Lighting Committee.

• Ready, Samuel - Reference to the index of the diary of Samuel Ready of a voyage to V.D.L. in the Utopia, Feb-May, 1865.

• Reid, JL - Reference to the index of the J L Reid Library and the Protestant Federation.

• Religious Society of Friends, - Reference to index of records of a map of Friends' meetings in Ireland 1794.

• Religious Society of Friends, - Reference to index of records of the Friends School archives.

• Reynolds, John and Reynolds, H and Giordano, Margaret and Barton, Toby and Baillieu, William Lawrence and Miller, Edmund Morris - Reference to the index of John Reynolds (1899-1986), distinguished Tasmanian metallurgist, with an interest in journalism and historical research.

• Riddell, Charles Reference to the index of draft literary manuscripts and notes of Charles Riddell(1860-).

• Risby, Thomas and Risby, Joseph Edward - Reference to the index of Risby Brothers, sawmillers and timber merchants.
- Robertson, William Graham and Watson, Frederick and Allport, Cecil and Hurst, RN  - Reference to the index of miscellaneous notes on Tasmanian history by William Graham Robertson.

- Rodda, Roland (Prof.) - Reference to index of photographs of Bougainville Island 1945, diaries letters and notes.

- Rodway, Leonard - Reference to the index of the illuminated address presented by the Tasmanian Field Naturalists Club to Leonard Rodway C.M.G.

- Rouse, George and Rouse, Alfred - Reference to the index of conveyance of land 15 Jan 1884, from Rouse to VDL Co.

- Royal Hobart Regatta Association, - Reference to index of Hobart Regatta programmes: 1899, 1938, 1940, 1941.

- Sansom, Clive and Sanson (Large), Ruth and Angus, Max and Gullan, Marjorie and Kay, Don and Power, Helen - Reference to the index of the correspondence, diaries and writings of Clive Sansom (1910-1981), poet and speech educator.

- Schultz, CC and Australian Workers Union, - Reference to index of Australian Workers Union, Tasmanian Branch.

- Sheehy, Thomas and Sheehy, Stephen - Reference to the index of the business papers and correspondence of Thomas Sheehy (1840-1913) solicitor, barrister and proctor of Collins Street, Hobart.

- Shoobridge, Ebenezer - Reference to index of Bushy Park Estate: account books and ledgers relating to wages, rations, harvest labour record, fruit expense account and other expenses 1871-1936.

- Shoobridge, William Ebenezer and Shoobridge, Ebenezer and Shoobridge, Marcus and Cooper, W and Cooper, J and Shoobridge (Mather), Ann Benson - Reference to
the index of the personal and miscellaneous correspondence and papers relating to agriculture, forestry, hydro electricity, welfare, education, economics and politics of William Ebenezer Shoobridge (1846-1940).

- Skemp, John Rowland and Skemp, Rowland and Skemp (Kearney), Florence and Skemp, Samuel and Kearney, William and Lovell, Esh and Kearney (Lovell), Ann - Reference to the index of John Rowland Skemp (1900-1967), who was the son of Rowland Skemp and Florence (nee Kearney).

- Smith, Bernard Reference to index of The Spectre of Truganini: 1980 Bover Lectures.

- Smith, James (Philosopher) and Smith, Ronald Edgar - Reference to the index of the diary and miscellaneous correspondence of James (Philosopher) Smith (1827-1897).

- Smith, Ronald Campbell and Batt, Joseph and Ogilvie, AG - Reference to the index of Ronald Campbell Smith (1900-1971).

- Sorell, William - Reference to the index of the journal of William Sorell (1823-1825).

- Steel, RW - Reference to index of records of a manuscript copy of an account of Falmouth, and Gould's County, East Coast, Tasmania.


- Story, George Fordyce and Cotton, Francis and Cotton (Tilney), Anna Maria and von Mueller, Ferdinand Reference to the index of Dr George Fordyce Story a medical practitioner, who, in 1828 accompanied his friend Francis Cotton to Australia, travelling as surgeon on the "Mary".
• Sutchkoff, S - Reference to the index of the miscellaneous items of S. Sutchkoff - "Spud Murphy".

• Tapping, Herbert C - Reference to the index of the miscellaneous papers of Herbert C. Tapping (1874-1959), accountant and Tax Commissioner.

• Tasmania, Reference to the index of the Proclamation dividing Tasmania into counties and parishes: 1836.

• Tasmanian Caledonian Society, - Reference to the index of the miscellaneous correspondence, accounts and annual reports of the Tasmanian Caledonian Society.

• Tasmanian Society of Honorary Justices', - Reference to the index of the two photographs of the Honour Board of the Tasmanian Society of Honorary Justices'.

• Tasmanian South African Returned Soldiers Association, - Reference to the index of the correspondence, accounts and photographs of the Tasmanian South African Returned Soldiers Association.

• Theatre Royal, Hobart, - Reference to the index of theatre programmes 1950-1968.

• Thyn, James Edward and Thyn, Sinclair Jeavons Reference to the index of the annual statements of account 1927-1940 of Thyne Bros. Pty. Ltd.

• Trades & Labour Council, - Reference to the index of the Trustees & Management Committee minutes, Council minutes and Eight Hours Committee, Southern Tasmania, minutes of the Trades & Labour Council 1918-1944.

• Tranmar, E. Cowgill - Reference to the index of the short stories, children's stories and articles by E. Cowgill Tranmar.

• Union of postal clerks and telegraphists, - Reference to the index of the branch records of the Union of postal clerks and telegraphists (Tasmania).


Walker, Elizabeth Ann - Reference to index of the correspondence of Elizabeth Ann Walker (1843-1924).

Walker, George Benson - Reference to index of a letter from J. B. Walker 5 Jan. 1854 and Phrenologist's character study by A.J.Hamilton June 1855.


Walker, Isabella Frances - Reference to index of correspondence received by Isabella Frances Walker (1858-1949).

Walker, James Backhouse - Reference to index of the correspondence, diaries, research notes, family reminiscences, publications, botanical specimens, accounts and miscellaneous documents of James Backhouse Walker (1841-1899).

Walker, John Ridley - Reference to index of the correspondence of John Ridley Walker (1847-1915).

Walker, Joseph Benson - Reference to index of correspondence received by Joseph Benson Walker (1851-1877).

Walker, Margaret Bragg - Reference to index of correspondence received by Margaret Bragg Walker (1853-1870).

Walker, Mary Augusta - Reference to index of correspondence received by Mary Augusta Walker (1856-1952).
- Walker, Robert Benson - Reference to index of the 'War essay' (17 September, 1860) of Robert Benson Walker (1846-1894).

- Walker, Sarah Benson - Reference to index of the correspondence, miscellaneous personal papers, household accounts and personal mementos of Sarah Benson Walker (1812-1893).

- Walker, Sarah Thompson - Reference to index of the correspondence, diaries and miscellaneous papers of Sarah Thompson Walker (1849-1905).

- Walker, William - Reference to the index of the miscellaneous notes of William Walker (1861-1933).

- Walker Family, - Reference to index of miscellaneous Walker letters.

- Walker Family, - Reference to the index of the Walker family papers.

- Walker Family, Reference to index of the Walker Family tree.


- Watchorn, James Bayley - Reference to index of letters and maps of James Bayley Watchorn (1921-1943) R.A.A.F.

- Webster, Alexander George - Reference to index of the account ledgers and advertisements of A. G. Webster & Woolgrowers Pty. Ltd.

- Weidenhofer, John Lyndon Reference to index of the war time correspondence from New Guinea, 1944-1945, of Sergeant John (Jack) Weidenhofer.

- Wells, William Levitt - Reference to index of the journals and correspondence of William L Wells.

- White, Horace Bertram - Reference to index of the correspondence and accounts of Horace Bertram White (1869-1951), solicitor.
• Wilson, John and Wilson, Walter and Wilson, Sydney  - *Reference to index of the correspondence, letterbooks, workdiaries and notebooks, specifications, photographs and sketches of John Wilson and Sons, boatbuilders, Cygnet.*

• Woods, Frederick A  - *Reference to index of poetry and photographs of Rev. Frederick A Woods.*

• Woods, John  - *Reference to index of promissory note signed by John Woods.*

• Young, Frederick Mortimer  - *Reference to index of papers and lectures of Frederick Mortimer Young (1860-1927).*